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Electron temperature analysis of two-gas-species inductively
coupled plasma
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The electron energy distribution functions and electron temperatures are measured in Ar/He and
Ar/Xe inductively coupled plasma with various mixing ratios. The electron temperature does not
change linearly with the mixing ratios; instead it increases abruptly nearPHe/PAr1He51 and
decreases rapidly nearPXe /PAr1Xe50. A simple model using a two-ion-species fluid model is
suggested to explain the electron temperature variations, and it agrees well with the experimental
results. © 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1404135#
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Usually processes are done using two or more gas
cies simultaneously. For example, in the silicon dioxide et
ing process, Ar, Xe, or H2 are added to various fluorocarbo
gases to increase the etching selectivity to Si underlay1

and a Ne and Xe mixture is used in plasma display pa
~PDP! cells for easy breakdown and high lighting intensi
Another example of gas mixture is the addition of rare ga
as a trace rare gas~TRG! to determine plasma propertie
such as the electron energy distribution function~EEDF! of a
high energy tail.2 Studies on gas mixture effects have be
done by a number of researchers. Ishikawaet al. have re-
ported the ionic species intensity variation in CF4/Ar plas-
mas as a function of the Ar mixing ratio.3 Kobayashiet al.
have reported the variation of discharge-sustaining volt
~DSV!, the phase anglef of the discharge current to th
applied voltage and the electron temperature (Te) with vari-
ous gas mixing ratios in CF4/N2 plasma.4

Electron temperature is one of the most interest
plasma parameters because it is believed to be relate
undesirable effects like notching, charge buildup, and rad
composition.5–7

It is well known that the electron temperature increa
and the electron density decreases when a gas of higher
ization threshold energy is added, and vice versa. The e
tron temperature and other plasma parameters do not ch
linearly with the mixing ratio, especially when the mixed g
has a very different threshold ionization energy or ma
Consequently it is difficult to predict the values of the ele
tron temperature and other plasma parameters versus th
mixing ratio. However, obtaining plasma parameters in
single gas system is not so difficult. They can be obtain
from a simple experiment or from the wealth of publish
data.

This letter assumes that we know the electron temp
ture when plasma is discharged by a single gas, i.e.,
mixing ratio is 0% or 100%, and we try to analyze the ele
tron temperature when the mixing ratio is between 0% a
100%. We propose a two-ion-species fluid model in comp

a!Electronic mail: bazarofe@kaist.ac.kr
1590003-6951/2001/79(11)/1596/3/$18.00
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son with the experimental results. The EEDFs are measu
to calculate effective electron temperatures using a
compensated Langmuir probe in Ar/He 20 mTorr and Ar/
10 mTorr ICP at various mixing ratios.

The ICP reactor used in this study has been describe
a previous paper.8 The discharge chamber consists of tw
regions: one has a Pyrex cylinder 15 cm in diameter, 12
long, and a grounded stainless steel cylinder 22 cm in dia
eter, 10 cm long; the other region is for another purpose
has no effects on the first region.8 For precise pressure mea
surement, a capacitive manometer~MKS, 127AA-00001B!
is used. 600 W, 13.56 MHz rf power is coupled to a sing
turn copper coil. A rf-compensated Langmuir probe, set
the center of the reactive chamber, measures the EE
@F(e)#, effective electron temperatures (Teff52/3̂ e&), elec-
tron densities@ne5*F(e)de#, and plasma potentials. To re
duce the rf distortion of the probe characteristics, a pro
system consisting of a small measurement probe an
floating-loop reference probe with a resonant filtering te
nique is used.9 The ac measurement technique with a lock
amplifier is used, because it has the advantage of low ou
noise.9–11 The energy difference~D! between the zero cross
ing point and the peak point of the EEDFs indicates sig
quality and reliability.9,12 In this experiment, the energy dif
ference~D! is less than 1 eV even in the worst case, whi
demonstrates the accuracy of the measurement.

Figure 1 shows the experimental results of the elect
energy probability functions~EEPFs! change with various
He mixing ratios in Ar/Hr plasma. The EEPFs show tw
temperature structures due to inelastic collisions and
electron escape to the chamber wall. This two tempera
structure is shown in other experiments.8,12,13

Though this non-Maxwellian EEPF structure may cau
problems, EEPF is assumed to be Maxwellian generally
fluid modeling for simple calculation.14–18 In this letter we
also assume Maxwellian EEPF with effective electron te
peratureTe . Note that the effective electron temperature
creases with the He mixing ratio, but it does not increa
linearly with the He mixing ratio; instead, it varies abrupt
near k5PHe/PHe1Ar51. We use a fluid model to analyz
this electron temperature variation. Electron temperatures
6 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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determined by equating the total particle loss to the to
volume ionization as follows:

Kiz~Te!

uB~Te!
5

1

ngdeff
, deff5

1

2

Rl

Rhl1 lhR
, ~1!

where Kiz is an ionization rate constant,uB is the Bohm
velocity of ion,ng is the neutral density,R,l are the chambe
radius and length, respectively, andhl , hR are the ratios of
electron density at edge to electron density at center, anddeff

is an effective plasma size which is a function of the io
atom scattering cross sections i ,19 for argons i510214cm2

and s i55310215cm2, s i52310214cm2 for He and Xe,
respectively.20 In our experiment the electron temperatu
variation due to the variation ofdeff is at most a few percent
Thus in the letter, we assumedeff is constant.

Equation ~1! describes the relations between electr
temperature and ionization rate constant and Bohm velo
when there are only one species of ions and neutral ga
plasma. To determine the electron temperature using Eq~1!
in a two-or-more-ion-species system, the total ionization r
constant and the Bohm velocity should be defined.

When the discharge gas consists of two gas speciesa, b,
and their partial pressure ratio is 12k:k, we can define the
total ionization rate constant (Kt) as

FIG. 1. EEPFs variation as a function of thePHe ratio in Ar/He plasma.
o
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Kt5~12k!Ka1kKb , ~2!

where subscripta denotes the value ofa, b denotes the
value of b and subscriptt denotes the sum of them; fo
example,Ka is the ionization rate constant ofa. When
EEDF is an isotropic Maxwellian distribution andTe is much
smaller than the ionization threshold energy (e iz) and exci-
tation threshold energy (eex) of the neutral, it is possible to
approximateKiz as

Kiz~Te!5s0veS 11
2Te

e iz
De2e iz /Te, ~3!

where ve5(8eTe /pm)1/2, s05p(e/4pe0e iz)
2, and m is

electron mass.19 Inserting Eq.~3! into Eq. ~2!, we obtain

Kt5~12k!saveS 11
2Te

e iz,a
De2e iz,a /Te1ksbve

3S 11
2Te

e iz,b
De2e iz,b /Te, ~4!

wheresa andsb ares values ofa andb.
If a1 andb1 are the main ion species and the two io

species have their own Bohm velocitiesuB,a5ATe /Ma,
uB,b5ATe /Mb, then we can define average Bohm veloc
uB,avg as

G t5nauB,a1nbuB,b5ntuB,avg ~5!

whereG t is the total ion loss rate to walls.na ,nb ,nt are the
ion densities ofa1,b1, and the sum of them at the shea
edge, respectively.

Each ion density is proportional to its ionization ra
constant and its mixing ratio, then Eq.~5! can be reduced a

uB,avg5
~12k!Ka

~12k!Ka1kKb
uB,a1

kKb

~12k!Ka1kKb
uB,b .

~6!

Inserting Eqs.~4! and ~6! into Eq. ~1!, we obtain
@~12k!sa~112Te /ea!e2ea /Te1ksb~112Te /eb!e2eb /Te#2

~12k!~112Te /ea!e2ea /TeA1/Ma1ksb /sa~112Te /eb!e2eb /TeA1/Mb

5
1

ngdeff
S 8

pm
D 21/2

. ~7!

The rhs of Eq.~7! is constant, and after insertingk50, Eq. ~7! can be reduced as

@~12k!~112Te /ea!e2ea /Te1ksb /sa~112Te /eb!e2eb /Te#2

~12k!~112Te /ea!e2ea /Te1ksb /sa~112Te /eb!e2eb /TeAMa /Mb

5S 11
2T0,a

ea
D e2ea /T0,a, ~8!
as

in
orr
ted
where T0,a is the electron temperature whenk50 or
PHe/PAr1He50%. Insertingk50 in Eq. ~8!, Te becomes
T0,a . sb /sa5(ea /eb)2; but we can obtain the value als
using Eq.~3! andKa /ua5Kb /ub as

sb

sa
5AMa

Mb
S 112T0,a /ea

112T0,b /eb
De2~2ea /T0,a2eb /T0,b! ~9!
where T0,b is the electron temperature whenk51 or
PHe/PAr1He5100%. Using Eq.~9!, Te becomesT0,b when
k51. Finally, it is possible to obtain electron temperature
a function ofk by using Eqs.~8! and~9!. Figure 2 shows the
electron temperature variation as a function of the He ratio
the Ar/He mixture plasma with a total pressure of 20 mT
and 600 W, where the solid line represents the calcula
. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://apl.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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values using Eq.~8!, and the broken lines are experimen
values. Though there is a small disagreement neark51, the
calculated values agree well with the experimental valu
Figure 3 shows the results of the Ar/Xe mixture. The elect
temperature decreases withk, and it decreases rapidly nea
k50.

FIG. 2. Theoretical~solid line! and experimental~broken line! result of
electron temperature as a function of thePHe ratio in Ar/He plasma.

FIG. 3. Results in Ar/Xe plasma.~a! The EEPFs evolutions as a function o
the PXe ratio; ~b! theoretical~solid line! and experimental~broken line!
results of electron temperature as a function of thePXe ratio.
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The EEDFs and electron temperatures as a function
the mixing ratios in Ar/He at 20 mTorr and Ar/Xe at 1
mTorr are measured using a compensated Langmuir pr
The electron temperatures do not change linearly with the
and Xe mixing ratios, but electron temperature increa
abruptly atk51 in Ar/He plasma and it decreases rapid
neark50 in Ar/Xe plasma. It may be possible to say th
electron temperature changes more effectively when
mixed gas has a large ionization cross section and large m
due to its high ionization rate and slow Bohm velocity. Usi
a two-ion-species fluid model, electron temperature variat
as a function of the mixing ratio can be calculated, whi
agrees well with the experimental results. In this model
assume EEDFs are Maxwellian anddeff is constant. We
think such assumptions cause the difference between ca
lated and measured electron temperature because mea
EEDFs show they are non-Maxwellian, anddeff varies with
mixing ratio. We also neglect reactions between different
species which may be another reason for the discrepa
This model may be used in a system with other gas mixtu
Electron density and plasma potential are also import
plasma parameters for plasma processes. Though not sh
in this letter, the measured plasma potentials show sim
trends with electron temperatures, but electron densi
show different trends and consequently more study is nee
to analyze these trends.
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